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Chemical peels have been used for decades to improve the skin’s appearance by
speaddressing problems ranging from sun damage and minor wrinkling to spe
hypercific dermatologic conditions, such as melasma and postinflammatory hyper
pigmentation (PIH). U
Un
Until
ntil
til recently, all chemical peels on the market were based
on one simple concept: application of one or more acid solutions directly onto
the skin surface. These agents would remove variable levels of the epidermis
and dermis, after which the patient’s skin would heal by replacing the treated
or damaged skin with fresh-looking, new skin. In general, the deeper the peel
was allowed to penetrate, the longer the treated area took to heal.
foliative peels improve only the epidermis, a fact not often explained to
Exfoliative
the patient. These superficial, exfoliative peels, currently the most popular type
of chemical peel being performed, do not have a uniform lexicon in terms of
their active ingredients, percentage strength of each component, and overall
ny contain active ingredients of questionable efficacy. Results of
efficacy. Many
many currently available exfoliative peels are unpredictable—some exfolia
exfoliative peels are effective in inducing epidermal exfoliation, whereas others are
milarly, deeper penetrating, dermal peels, as discussed in Chapter 10,
not. Similarly,
also tend to be poorly defined, have multiple difficult-to-control variables, and
produce unpredictable results. Furthermore,
rthermore, the terms “light,” “medium,”
and “deep,” when used to describe chemical peels, are virtually meaningless
because peel ingredients, percentage concentrations, and ultimate efficacy of
these peels vary greatly, depending on the active ingredients, the physician’s
skill level, and other patient-related factors (Boxes 9.1 and 9.2).
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Trichloroacetic acid (TCA) works by coagulating epidermal and dermal proteins
and can be used for both epidermal and dermal peels. A few days after application of TCA, the affected cells in each skin layer that is reached by the acid will
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AGENTS USED FOR EXFOLIATING
CHEMICAL PEELS: MECHANISMS OF
ACTION AND OTHER PROPERTIES
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Box 9.1

EXFOLIATING CHEMICAL
PEELS

Variables Related to Peeling Agents that Affect Outcome
Currently, there is no generalized consensus regarding the following:
■
■
■
■
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Suitable active ingredients in terms of peeling agents for penetrating
to specific depths (exfoliative agents are not suitable for dermal peels)
Ideal concentrations of acids used for peels penetrating to specific depths
Ideal volume of acid solution for specific size of skin surface areas
Methods for ensuring even application, absorption, and interaction
of the peeling agents with the skin.
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peel off as sheets. Repeated application causes the peel to penetrate more deeply
as the TCA coagulates more protein. In other words, the concentration and volume of TCA determine the TCA peel depth (Box 9.3). After application, a frost
usually forms and gradually progresses. TCA is not absorbed systemically, and
sev
it self-neutralizes following interaction with skin proteins. Thus, unlike several other chemical peeling agents (e.g., glycolic acid), the treatment site does
not have to be treated with sodium bicarbonate or another neutralizing agent
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Box 9.2

Poor or uneven skin hydration†
■ Properly hydrated skin (through proper and adequate skin condition
conditioning) allows consistent, even acid penetration and distribution because
well-hydrated skin shows a quick, visible, quantifiable response (frost
(frosting) after acid application and heals evenly and relatively quickly.
Poorly hydrated skin (due to improper or inadequate skin condition
conditioning) shows little to no visible or quantifiable response initially. This
delayed response can lead the physician to administer additional lay
layers of acid, which yield a deeper than intended peel penetration and
can ultimately lead to adverse events.
Skin sensitivity (innate or acquired)
■ Sensitive skin is indicative of skin having an impaired barrier
function.
■ Sensitive skin is unsuitable for any resurfacing procedure because
of its propensity toward developing strong post-procedural irritation, inflammation, and suboptimal healing.
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that Affect Peel*†Outcome
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*This box uses trichloroacetic acid as the example of the peeling agent, but most of the principles can be applied to other chemical peeling agents as well.
Adequate and even skin hydration are achieved by at least 6 weeks of consistent daily topi-

†

cal use of products to precondition skin (see Chapter 2).

continued
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Box 9.2

AGENTS USED FOR
EXFOLIATING CHEMICAL
PEELS: MECHANISMS
OF ACTION AND OTHER
PROPERTIES

Patient-Related Variables that Affect Peel Outcome
(Continued)
■

Presence of certain active diseases (including autoimmune disorders)
Those with active lesions or simply a history of autoimmune conditions such as systemic lupus erythematosus, discoid lupus erythematosus, or bullous disorders, and those with vascular dysfunction,
such as stasis dermatitis or vasculitis, should not undergo chemical peels or other resurfacing procedures because these disorders
are associated with compromised healing and occasional flares of
otherwise latent disease.
In contrast, those with disorders related to pilosebaceous units (acne,
rosacea, and seborrheic dermatitis) can benefit from exfoliative peels
as part of a treatment protocol, even when their disease is active.
Of note, these conditions should be controlled before these patients
undergo more deeply penetrating procedures, such as dermal peels or
other resurfacing procedures.
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Box 9.3
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The concentration and volume of trichloroacetic acid determine the
peel depth.
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following application of the TCA. Of note, TCA
A penetrates through the skin
rapidly (within 1 to 2 minutes), and its effects cannot be reversed by washing skin
with water or sodium bicarbonate after the cutaneous proteins have coagulated.
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Used for epidermal exfoliation, alpha-hydroxy acids (AHAs) break apart bonds
between skin cells (desmosomes), which allows epidermal exfoliation to occur
through the shedding of single cells. AHAs are water soluble. The main AHAs
used in dermatology are glycolic, lactic, and mandelic acid. There is no generally accepted consensus regarding the ideal concentration of AHAs needed
to achieve an optimal epidermal exfoliating effect. Typically, concentrations of
glycolic acid used for this purpose vary broadly, usually ranging from 30% to
70%. AHAs are not absorbed systemically and do not self-neutralize. Thus, areas
treated with AHAs must be neutralized after several minutes by the application of a basic solution like sodium bicarbonate or diluted by the application of
water; the approximate time that the AHA should be in contact with the skin
(before dilution or neutralization) usually ranges from 3 to 5 minutes. Without
subsequent neutralization or dilution, the AHAs and their associated effects will
penetrate deeper than intended (occasionally into the dermis). AHAs penetrate
slowly through the epidermis. However, the amount of time that the AHAs are
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ALPHA-HYDROXY ACIDS

allowed to sit on the skin needs to be carefully monitored because they are very
caustic to collagen and elastin and will cause scarring if permitted to penetrate
to the depth of dermis. The practitioner should expect some redness and little to
no frost to appear on treatment sites after application of AHAs.
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BETA-HYDROXY ACIDS
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Also effective in inducing epidermal exfoliation, beta-hydroxy acids (BHAs)
essentially “melt” cells with which they come in contact (acantholysis), leading to epidermal shedding and exfoliation. The most commonly used BHA
in dermatology is salicylic acid. Of note, unlike TCA and AHAs, BHAs are
lipophilic and are thus systemically absorbed. Thus, BHAs have the potential
to yield both allergic and toxic reactions. Salicylate toxicity, though rare, can
affect the central nervous system (e.g., confusion, dizziness, psychosis) as well
as the gastrointestinal system (nausea and vomiting). Consequently, in general, physicians should avoid using BHAs in concentrations greater than 30%
because higher concentrations not only are more likely to induce negative side
effects but also have not been shown to offer additional benefit compared with
solutions of less than 30%. Similar to AHAs, BHAs are not self-neutralizing
and also penetrate the epidermis quickly. The practitioner must use caution
when determining how much time to allow the BHA solution to be in contact with the skin before dilution and neutralization (optimal times typically
AHA applirange from 3 to 5 minutes). Also similar to what is observed with A
cation, little to no frost will appear after the application of a BHA to the skin.
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Resorcinol
sorcinol is used for epidermal action. IIt
Its
t mechanism of action is much like
that associated with phenol, which is a deeper dermal peel solution that has
lost its popularity because of its potential for serious systemic side effects.
Specifically,
ecifically, both resorcinol and phenol induce epidermal acantholysis as well
With resorcinol, protein
as coagulation and precipitation of cellular proteins. W
coagulation is limited to keratinocytes within the epidermis, whereas with
phenol, penetration is deeper, and proteins within the dermis are coagulated.
Although serious systemic side effects are more likely to occur with phenol,
resorcinol is much less likely to induce systemic effects. O
Off note,
note, resorcinol is
absorbed systemically and can lead to methemoglobinemia, especially when
used on children or on large areas of the body.
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A NOVEL APPROACH TO CHEMICAL
PEELS
The lack of predictability and efficacy of previously available chemical peels
inspired the development of new principles and applications. The result is a
comprehensive spectrum of chemical peels that address and minimize the

previously mentioned uncertainties (e.g., optimal concentration of the active
ingredients in the peeling solution, optimal total volume of the acid solution
administered, and ideal duration of time between when the acid and the diluting and neutralizing agent are subsequently applied, when the solution is not
self-neutralizing). Specifically, this new approach has fine-tuned the art of
administering chemical peels to make them safer to perform and easier to
learn through the following measures:
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CHEMICAL PEELS
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• Adopting a skin classification system (see Chapter 4) that takes into
account the effect of skin thickness, color, and suitability for peels to
various depths
• Conditioning the skin before the peel to eliminate skin sensitivity, restore
proper hydration, and activate the skin’s ability to renew itself
• Establishing
TCA is the gold-standard peeling agent to be used when
tablishing that T
one wants to perform a chemical peel that penetrates down to the level of
the dermis. T
TC
TCA
CA
A offers superior, predictable results; short-lived activity
(seconds); and a self-neutralizing capability. Because of the latter, it does
not need to be washed off or buffered with a basic solution.
• Incorporating
corporating a color guide (blue dye) into the peeling solution, which
penetrates into the dermis, to ensure that an even application and
intended depth are reached
• Standardizing
andardizing optimal concentrations and formulations of TCA used in
chemical peels, as well as the appropriate volumes for specific surface
areas and intended depths of penetration
• Obtaining
taining not only superficial, exfoliating benefits of more superficial
peels but also the deeper, dermal benefits following such peels
• Allowing physicians to accurately determine the depth of dermal pen
penetration by providing clearly identifiable, clinical depth signs
tablishing safe, yet effective, peel depths for all skin types (determined
• Establishing
by observing clinical depth signs). This way, peels will not alter one’s
original skin color or texture, and the chances of serious complications
are minimized.
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These innovations include three highly safe and reliable exfoliative peels, as
well as a universal dermal peel (Table 9.1) that offers clearly identifiable depth
signs. More specific details regarding this dermal peel are given in Chapter 10.
Through this comprehensive spectrum of chemical peels, characterized by the

Penetration Depth

Objective

ZO Retinol Stimulation Epidermis
Peel (home application)

Light exfoliation and stimulation
(epidermis and upper dermis)

ZO Invisapeel

Epidermis

Near-invisible (microscopic)
exfoliation

ZO 3-Step Peel

Epidermis

Deep exfoliation and stimulation
(epidermis and upper dermis)

ZO Controlled Depth
Peel

Papillary dermis
Immediate reticular
dermis

Mild skin tightening
Strong skin tightening

Upper reticular dermis Maximal skin tightening and some
skin leveling
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ZO Peels: Penetration Depths and Their Associated Objectives
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T 9.1

intended and maximal depth of penetration, physicians are now able to offer
a peel that precisely reaches whichever of the following four main levels that
one desires: the epidermis, the papillary dermis (PD), the immediate reticular
dermis (IRD), and the upper reticular dermis (URD).
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NEW ZO EXFOLIATING PEELS
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To simplify the exfoliating peel process and increase its benefits, the new exfoliating peels—ZO Retinol Stimulation Peel, Invisapeel, and ZO 3-Step Peel—
combine agents that induce epidermal exfoliation and strongly stimulate the
epidermis and dermis simultaneously. This is not generally characteristic of other
exfoliating peels on the market. The ZO exfoliating peels are delivered in easyto-administer packages with clear instructions. They are remarkably safe, resulting in little to no side effects when performed properly on compliant patients.
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Retinol
tinol is a powerful acid that can be very irritating and chemically unstable.
Vehicles
retihicles and formulations that include water or oil significantly diminish reti
nol’s activity. The concentration of retinol must be 1% or greater in chemical
peels and greater than 0.3% in topical cosmetic products. However, most retinolcontaining products currently on the market contain only trace amounts of
retinol (below a 0.3% concentration), and the retinol may be delivered in a
neutralized form by manufacturers trying to reduce irritation. The efficacy of
these products is therefore highly questionable (Box
9.4).
(
The ZO Retinol Stimulation
imulation Peel, a home peel that entails several con
consecutive days of twice-daily application of a specified amount of Ossential
Advanced Radical Night Repair,
pair, avoids the previously mentioned problems
through its unique anhydrous formulation as well as its 1% concentration of
retinol. The retinol is encapsulated in microspheres and lipospheres to reduce
potential irritation. The microspheres and lipospheres allow absorption of retret
inol into skin cells and prevent contact of free retinol with the skin extracelluextracellu
larly. This ultimately reduces the potential for irritation. When
Wh
W
hen
en applied nightly,
the retinol in Ossential Advanced Radical Night Repair
pair functions as an antiaging agent, delivered in a stabilized formulation. The cream is applied to the
face each night (4 pumps, the equivalent of 1 gram). For a milder approach,
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Box 9.4
Most retinol-containing products currently on the market contain only
trace amounts of retinol (below a 0.3% concentration), and the retinol may be delivered in a neutralized form by manufacturers trying to
reduce irritation. The efficacy of these products is highly questionable.

patients may begin with two pumps, which is the equivalent of ½ gram, once
to twice weekly and gradually increasing, as tolerated, to a goal of nightly
application of 4 pumps (1 gram).
When used twice daily as a peeling agent, it can induce exfoliation through
dehydration and forced exfoliation of the surface epidermis for 2 to 3 days,
leading to much deeper and more powerful stimulation and anti-aging effects.
This stimulation also improves skin strength and texture by increasing the
production of collagen, elastin, and glycosaminoglycans.
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Use of Retinol versus Tretinoin
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Forr direct application to the skin, retinol is preferred over tretinoin ((Table
9.2). Tretinoin
etinoin is extremely irritating and, as a free agent, penetrates through
the epidermis intercellularly before exerting its benefit intracellularly. Any
conexcess tretinoin that remains extracellularly within the epidermis will con
tinue to cause severe irritation. It is virtually impossible to predict the optimal amount of tretinoin for any given treatment area of skin. In contrast,
sential Advanced Radical Night Repair penetrates down
the retinol in Ossential
to the dermis, while causing exfoliation of only the upper portion of the
epidermis.
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The specially formulated retinol (with an anhydrous base) allows Ossential
Advanced Radical Night Repair
pair to be used nightly as part of a basic skin care
regimen and twice daily as a peeling agent that provides strong stimulation
and benefits. This was demonstrated in 100 patients of all skin types and with
various skin disorders. After completion of the ZO Retinol
tinol Stimulation Peel,
all experienced healing times of 3 to 4 days, without occurrence of significant
irritation, redness, or sensitivity. Subsequently,
bsequently, patients experienced continu
continuous improvement for 2 to 3 weeks after the peel, which other current commercommer
cially available exfoliating peels cannot provide.
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Properties of Retinol versus Tretinoin as Peeling Agents
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T 9.2

Formulation

1% Anhydrous

0.4% in oil

Volume/size of
treatment area

Controlled

Uncontrolled

Penetration

Even and effective

Variable and poor

Stabilization benefits

Strong

None

Anti-aging effects

Strong

Weak (poor penetration)

Irritation

Minimal and short lived

Strong and dominant

Use of applied amount

Complete

Partial (unused portion causes
continuous irritation)

Healing

Three to 4 days, with no
residual redness

Five to 6 days, with redness for
1 week or more

Indications

Prevention, anti-aging, and Not popular; no clear
textural benefits
indications

Person performing the
peel

Patient, at home

Physician, in clinic
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Tretinoin
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Retinol
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Properties

Mechanism of Action
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In the upper epidermis, the stratum corneum and the stratum granulosum
(down to the upper mid-epidermis) are composed of keratinocytes that are
rich in keratin granules and are significantly less hydrated than the keratinocytes in the lower epidermis. The less-hydrated upper epidermis, on contact
with the retinol in the anhydrous base, dries up completely and exfoliates,
whereas the hydrated lower portion of the epidermis is unaffected because of
its higher level of hydration.
In the lower epidermis, well-hydrated keratinocytes offer no barrier resistance to the penetration of retinol within the Ossential Advanced Radical
Night Repair formula. This explains why the encapsulated retinol is able to
penetrate through the lower portion of the epidermis into the PD. After daily
application of Ossential Advanced Radical Night Repair, exfoliation starts on
about day 3 and is completed by days 6 to 7. Figure 9.1 illustrates the penetration of the ZO Retinol Stimulation Peel according to day of application.

EXFOLIATING CHEMICAL
PEELS
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Course Duration
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The reactions experienced by patients undergoing a standard duration (5 con
consecutive days of application) or a short duration (3 consecutive days of appli
appliZO Retinol Stimulation Peel are shown in Table 9.3. For both
cation) of the Z
the standard and the short duration course, the patient is to apply Ossential
Radical
Advanced R
Ra
adical
dical Night Repair twice daily; the strength of treatment can be
further adjusted to light, medium, or strong based on the total amount of
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ZO Retinol Stimulation Peel: Penetration
Application*
ation According to Day of Appli
2

3

4-5
4-5

Stratum corneum

yl

Upper epidermis
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Lowerr epidermis
Lowe

Immediate reticular
dermis (IRD)
Upper reticular
dermis (URD)

Dark blue arrows indicate penetration depth
Light blue arrows indicate stimulation depth

*Lower epidermis is stimulated on each day of use (Days 1–5).
Papillary dermis is stimulated on Days 4–5.

Penetration according to day of application during the ZO Retinol Stimulation Peel.
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Basal cell layer

Papillary dermis (PD)

F 9.1

Epidermis

a
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Exfoliation is limited
to the upper portion
of the dehydrated
epidermis “site of
retinol activity” as
the hydrated portion
of epidermis blocks
exfoliative properties
of retinol and allows
only retinol stimulating
effects to penetrate to PD

1

Ta

Day

Dermis
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T 9.3 Anticipated Sensations and Reactions during the ZO Retinol Stimulation
Peel (Standard and Short Duration)

NEW ZO EXFOLIATING PEELS

Standard Duration ZO Retinol Stimulation Peel (5 Days)
Day Reactions
Begin application—no reaction or a mild, stinging sensation

2

Tightness and/or a mild, stinging sensation

3

Tightness and stinging sensation; exfoliation begins

4

More intense exfoliation

5

Same or slightly less exfoliation (last day of treatment/application)

6

No longer
nger applying Ossential Advanced Radical Night Repair
egin
eg
in anti-inflammation treatment and hydration, four to five times daily
Begin

7

Continue anti-inflammation treatment and hydration, four to five times daily
ect complete healing
Expect

8

Patient should be instructed to return to his/her pretreatment topical regimen
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Short Duration ZO Retinol Stimulation Peel (3 Days)
Begin
in application—no reaction or a mild, stinging sensation

2

Tightness
htness and/or a mild, stinging sensation

3

Tightness
htness and/or stinging sensation; exfoliation begins
Final day of application of Ossential
sential Advanced Radical Night Repair

4

Begin
in anti-inflammation treatment and hydration, four to five times daily
Expect complete healing

5

Patient should be instructed to return to his/her pretreatment topical regimen
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T 9.4 Variable Strengths of the ZO Retinol Stimulation
imulation Peel and Associated
Ultimate Responses
Amount Applied*
(No. of Pumps)

Anticipated Response†

Light

5

Mild exfoliation, mild stimulation

Medium

8

derate exfoliation, moderate stimulation
Moderate

Strong

10-12

Intense exfoliation, strong stimulation
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Patients should undergo the ZO Retinol Stimulation Peel only after using a
basic (preventive) or therapeutic ZO Skin Health or ZO Medical program for
at least 4 to 6 weeks. During this pre-peel conditioning stage, patients should
use Ossential Radical Night Repair Plus every night to activate skin renewal
and strengthen the skin’s barrier function. Patients must not perform the
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Application Steps
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Ossential Advanced Radical Night Repair applied at each application (between
5 and 12 pumps) (Table 9.4). Patients ultimately decide on their desired ZO
Retinol Stimulation Peel strength and peel duration (3 or 5 days), depending
on their motivation and lifestyle.

a
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*Regardless of which treatment strength category is chosen, the Ossential Advanced
Radical Night Repair should be applied twice daily.
†The physician may have the patient change to ZO Retinol Stimulation Peel strength
Ossential Advanced Radical Night Repair. To shorten the exfoliation and healing phase,
the physician may recommend that the patient perform the ZO Retinol Stimulation
Peel for 3 days and then perform the 5-day peel at a later time.
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ZO Retinol Stimulation Peel (increasing the amount of Ossential Advanced
Radical Night Repair applied or change the frequency from once to twice
per day) until their skin can tolerate the nightly application of 3 pumps of
Ossential Advanced Radical Night Repair (this usually takes 2 to 4 weeks).
The ZO Retinol Stimulation Peel can be performed only after skin is properly
activated and repaired.
With AHA, BHA, Jessner’s solution, and other currently available exfoliators, the peeling agent is applied during one visit, and the skin exfoliates for
2 to 3 days thereafter. Such peels result in limited, short-lived improvement
of the skin’s surface, with no stimulating effects. In contrast, the ZO Retinol
Stimulation Peel is an ongoing process of total epidermal repair that provides
dermal benefits that no other epidermal peels can offer. This peel consists of
multiple steps (Table 9.5) that users must follow sequentially for 3 to 5 days to
maximize the procedure’s benefits and therapeutic efficacy. Patients should
perform this peel every 2 to 3 months as an anti-aging strategy, which will
keep skin looking its best indefinitely.
Additionally, patients can perform the ZO Retinol Stimulation Peel at variable strengths, providing variable levels of stimulation and epidermal renewal
and exfoliation. The amount of Ossential Advanced Radical Night Repair
peeling formula applied determines the procedure’s strength. The peeling forfor
mula comes in a 1-fluid-ounce (30-mL)
(30-m tube that includes a pump from which
the formula is dispensed.
Patients who are just beginning the peeling process should start with the
light level and progress to the moderate and strong levels for their second and
third peels, respectively. The optimal time between peels is 3 to 4 weeks. After
patients have experienced all levels of the ZO
Z Retinol Stimulation Peel, they
can choose whichever level they prefer for future peels. Figures 9.2, 9.3, and
9.4 show patients who underwent a ZO
Z Retinol Stimulation Peel for various
conditions.
Alternately, patients can also use the ZO
ZO Retinol Stimulation Peel to accelerate and accentuate overall response to separate treatment programs for condi
conditions such as melasma, textural damage, actinic keratoses, acne, and rosacea.
When the ZO Retinol Stimulation
imulation Peel is used in this fashion—as merely a
portion of a broader treatment protocol—the moderate or strong levels should
tinol Stimulation
SSttimulation
imulation Peel are shown
be used when feasible. Benefits of the ZO Retinol
in Box 9.5.
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Function
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ZO Retinol Stimulation Peel: Daily Steps
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Instructions

1. Cleanse*

Remove surface impurities, dead skin
cells, and excess sebum

AM and PM†

2. Apply Ossential Daily
Power Defense

Reduce inflammation, support DNA
repair, and restore barrier function

AM and PM

3. Apply Ossential
Advanced Radical Night
Repair Plus

Stimulate and exfoliate

AM and PM

*Disease-specific topical agents can be added after skin cleansing.
Recommended: for oily skin—Oilacleanse; for normal skin—Normacleanse,
Foamacleanse, or the Offects Exfoliating Cleanser; and for dry skin—the Offects
Hydrating Cleanser.

†
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F 9.2 (a)
a) The patient had skin classified as deviated white (light) skin, medium
thick, and oily. She
he was diagnosed as having photodamage and rosacea. (b) Five days
after the peel. The patient underwent 6 weeks of treatment with the Z
ZO Skin Health
program and also had a ZO Retinol Stimulation Peel. Notice
tice the exfoliation and overall
textural improvement on day 5 of the peel.
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F 9.3 (a) The patient had skin classified as deviated black (light) skin, medium
thick, and oily. She was diagnosed as having acne, rosacea, and postinflammatory hyperpigmentation. (b) Six months later. The patient followed an aggressive hydroquinonebased Skin Health Restoration program during which she underwent three monthly ZO
Retinol Stimulation Peel applications. Dermal melasma on the forehead remained after
the peels that necessitated a ZO Controlled Depth Peel to the papillary dermis.
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F 9.4 (a) The patient had skin classified as original white, medium thin, and oily.
F
SShe
he was diagnosed as having photodamage, fine wrinkles, and mild laxity. (b) Eight months
later. The patient followed a non-hydroquinone-based Skin Health Restoration program for
6 months with emphasis on epidermal and melanocyte stabilization. She also underwent
two ZO
O Retinol
Reetinol
R
tinol SStimulation Peel applications.
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Benefits of the ZO Retinol Stimulation Peel
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Epidermal renewal and dermal stimulation
Thicker epidermis
Powerful anti-aging benefits (collagen and elastin stimulation)
Faster and more effective results in treating various skin conditions
Stabilization of melanocytes (evens color tone)
Stabilization of keratinocytes (yields softer keratin and a stronger
barrier function)
Repair and reversal of photodamage (actinic keratoses, dullness, and
dyschromia) through enhanced DNA repair
Epidermal and dermal hydration (glycosaminoglycans regulate trans
transepidermal water loss)
Improved overall results of skin resurfacing procedures (e.g., ZO
Controlled Depth Peel, CO2 fractional laser resurfacing) as well as
surgical procedures, such as facelifts. In such cases, the ZO Retinol
Stimulation Peel is performed after patients’ skin has re-epithelialized (when skin is tolerant and when healing is complete), as a part of
the Skin Health Restoration program
Maximal safety (no allergies, dermal damage, postinflammatory
hyperpigmentation, scars, or infections) when properly performed
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Postpeel Reactions, Instructions, and Healing Time
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Healing occurs quickly—in 2 to 3 days—after stopping the ZO Retinol
Stimulation Peel formula and starting the calming and hydrating creams
(ZO Medical Calming Creme). During and after stopping the peel, patients
must be instructed to refrain from picking, peeling, or overly manipulating
actively exfoliating skin because these could lead to PIH and secondary skin
infections.
Rarely, reactions including redness, stinging, and excessive exfoliation may
occur during the peeling process following inadequate pre-peel conditioning
(not reaching tolerance with the once-daily use of Ossential Advanced Radical
Night Repair
pair before the peel). In such cases, patients can be instructed to 1)
stop the peel at any time or 2) apply calming and hydrating creams before
Retinol
Re
etinol
tinol Stimulation formula (never after or on top of it) to
applying the ZO
ZO R
O note, application of calming and hydrating creams
increase skin tolerance. Of
ZO Retinol Stimulation Peel formula is
on top of (after) the application of the Z
discouraged because this would reduce the activity and the penetration of the
dical Night
Night Repair.
Ossential Advanced Radical
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INVISAPEEL
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Invisapeel,
visapeel, the only peel that does not require prior skin conditioning, is a
universal peel that can be applied to any skin surface, on any skin type, and
as part of treatment for any condition. It iss applied by the patient at home,
usually to the target areas daily or two to three times per week. Invisapeel is
intended to maximize the benefits and accelerate the results of any treatment
program, medical or nonmedical, because it enhances penetration of topical
agents, stimulates epidermal renewal, and maintains the skin’s smoothness
and natural healthy glow. It is called Invisapeel
visapeel because patients who undergo
this peel experience no visible exfoliation or reactions. Without
thout visible peeling
or symptoms, patients need not worry about the appearance of exfoliating skin.
This peel delivers proteases and fruit enzymes from papain and bromelain
together with glycolic acid. It iss enriched with bio-preventative and immuneregulatory factors that eliminate burning or stinging sensations, inflammation,
redness, and the skin dryness and irritation that are encountered with currently
available exfoliating peels. In contrast to other peels, Invisapeel preserves the
barrier function while maintaining natural hydration and is not associated with
any symptoms. Patients can use Invisapeel on the face or the body.
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• To even skin tone after healing from ablative and nonablative laser or
chemical resurfacing procedures
• To maximize the benefits of Skin Health Restoration programs (especially the mild types in which patients want little to no visible reactions)
• To improve skin texture and treatment results (enhanced penetration of
other topically applied agents) for all forms of acne and rosacea therapies

nc

Because of its keratolytic activity, Invisapeel is ideal for treating hyperkeratotic disorders that commonly affect the skin of the arms, knees, and elbows.
Daily application of Invisapeel can also be beneficial for the following:

a
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Indications
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F 9.5 A patient
patient with skin classified as original white showing photodamage on
arms. Her right
ight arm was treated with Invisapeel Intensive Resurfacing Peel in the PM,
Oraser Body Emulsion
ulsion in the A
AM and PM, Retamax Active Vitamin A Micro Emulsion
in the PM, and
nd three treatments with the Z
ZO Retinol Stimulation Peel.
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Figures
gures 9.5, 9.6, and 9.7 show successful treatment of arms with Invisapeel.
Table
Invisapeel
to the face and body.
ble 9.6 gives instructions on applying IIn
n
Invisapeel
visapeel is well tolerated by nearly all patients. For that reason, it can be
individleft on (without washing off) before each patient’s application of the individ
ual components of his or her specific ZO
O Program without any interruption.
However,
wever, certain patients who have sensitive skin may complain of a burn
burning sensation from Invisapeel. In these
hese cases, patients need to wash off the
Invisapeel before subsequent application of their ZO
O Program.
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ZO 3-STEP STIMULATION PEEL

Compared with the ZO Retinol Stimulation Peel, the ZO 3-Step Peel is a
deeper exfoliating peel that provides much stronger stimulation. The ZO
3-Step Peel must be performed in the office because there is a small chance
the peel solution could penetrate down to the PD, especially in patients with
thin skin. If this occurs, the situation requires more intense, dermal peel
management.
The ZO 3-Step Peel can be performed as part of a treatment program
to expedite and improve results in the conditions shown in Box 9.6. The
ZO 3-Step Peel can be safely repeated at monthly intervals. Of note, certain cases or conditions may require two to three peels to achieve optimal
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&
The ZO 3-Step Peel includes the following components (Figure 9.10):
• Eight milliliters of an acid cocktail (TCA, salicylic acid, and lactic acid
mixed with a saponin-like cofactor for rapid neutralization) in a sealed
bottle for individual use

is

Components

nc

benefit. Characteristics of the ZO 3-Step Peel are shown in Box 9.7. Figures
9.8 and 9.9 show patients who underwent a ZO 3-Step Peel for various
conditions.

a
Fr

F 9.6 (a) A patient with skin classified as deviated (dark) white. He was diagnosed as having hypopigmentation on his arm 6 months after laser hair removal. (b)
Four weeks after Invisapeel applied in the PM, Oraser Body Emulsion Plus in the AM
and PM, and Retamax Active Vitamin A Micro Emulsion in the AM and PM. Notice
redness and mild exfoliation. (c) Skin on arm showing complete recovery 3 months
later.
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F 9.7 A patient
atient with skin classified as original white, showing photodamage and
lentigines on arms. The patient’s left arm was treated with Invisapeel in the PM, Oraser
Body Emulsion Plus in the AM
M and PM
P
PM,
M,, Retamax Active Vitamin A Micro Emulsion in
the PM, and
nd two treatments with the ZO
ZO 33-S
3-Step
S Stimulation Peel.

Applying Invisapeel
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For the Body

(Mild Approach, for Sensitive, Dry, or
Thin Skin)

(Strong Approach Preferred)

a
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Prepare the skin.
Apply peel lotion (do not wash it off).
llow with the specific ZO
Follow
ZO Program that
was recommended for you.

is

nc

Cleanse the skin. Apply the peel solution,
two or three times per week; leave on for
2 to 3 hours, then wash.
Proceed with the specific ZO Program
that was recommended to you.

&

For the Face

Three to 4 pumps of the peel lotion are sufficient for 5% of body surface skin.

• Five grams of 6% retinol in a microsphere formulation with a highly penetrating base
• Two-ounce tube of calming and hydrating lotion with powerful antiirritative and anti-inflammatory properties
The volume of the “acid cocktail” was specifically calculated to provide limited action and penetration to keep it as an “exfoliating” peel. Each acid component will therefore be neutralized by epidermal proteins before reaching
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Box 9.6
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Box 9.7
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Melasma
Postinflammatory hyperpigmentation
To improve and even out the results of past resurfacing procedures
Textural damage and irregularity (enlarged pores or fresh, early acne
scars—before fibrosis)
Diffuse photodamage (including solar lentigines and poikiloderma)
Aging signs (mild wrinkles, laxity)
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Fast healing time (3 to 4 days of exfoliation)
Easily performed by the clinician with minimal patient discomfort
Lack of swelling, crusting, or oozing, as is commonly seen in dermal
peels
Strong epidermal stimulation (renewal) and repair
Dermal (anti-aging) benefits and dermal textural repair
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ZO 3-Step Peel Features
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F 9.8 (a) The patient had skin classified as deviated Asian (light), thick, and
oily. She was diagnosed as having melasma and postinflammatory hyperpigmentation. (b) Eight months later. The patient followed a hydroquinone-based Skin
Health Restoration program and underwent two treatments with the ZO 3-Step Peel.
Currently, she is on a maintenance program with the non-hydroquinone-based ZO
Skin Health program.
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F
F
 9.9 (a) The patient had skin classified as original white, medium thick, and oily.
She was diagnosed as having photodamage, freckles, and early wrinkles. (b) Six months
She
later. The patient used a non-hydroquinone-based Skin Health Restoration program,
followed by two treatments with the ZO
Z 3-Step Stimulation Peel and one ZO Retinol
Stimulation
ttimulation
imulation Peel.
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F 9.10 ZO 3-Step Peel components.

the lower portion of the epidermis. Because of the presence of the saponinlike cofactor, this neutralization occurs rapidly (within 4 to 5 seconds), as
evidenced by the appearance of a powdery film on the skin surface that represents the denatured protein.
Each of the three acids in the acid cocktail of this peel works on epidermal protein through a distinct mechanism. Specifically, TCA coagulates
and dehydrates epidermal proteins, lactic acid demonstrates an exfoliating

phenomenon by breaking the bonds between individual keratinocytes,
and salicylic acid demonstrates acantholytic activity by breaking down the
cell membranes of keratinocytes. The combined action of these three acids
allows for a rapid interaction with the epidermal proteins. Furthermore, the
saponin-like agent in the cocktail acts as a cofactor in initiating and accelerating neutralization of the acids. After the acid cocktail has been applied to
the skin, the saponin agent, the skin’s epidermal proteins, and the acids are
chemically altered and converted to a powdery film visible on the surface of
the treated skin. The precipitation of this powder indicates the completion of
acid activity and full neutralization of the acid solution.
As is the standard in most chemical peels, skin must first be prepared
ZO 3-Step Peel solution. This preparabefore administration of the Z
tion involves removing all lotions, sunscreen, and makeup from the area
to be treated. The skin in the treatment areas is then stripped of sebum
(“degreased”) with acetone or alcohol. Degreasing insures that the activity of each acid is intact to exert its action on the epidermis. Because the
saponin-like agent in the peel is deactivated on contact with water or oil,
the skin must also be completely dry before administering the acid cocktail
to the treatment area.
As in the ZO Retinol Stimulation
imulation Peel, variations in hydration of the epiepi
dermis affect the activity of the acids and the saponin-like agent on the epiepi
dermal proteins in the ZO 3-Step Peel. Specifically,
pecifically,
p
ecifically, the hydration level is high
in the lower epidermis and the papillary dermis, which makes these areas
resistant to the action of the acids. Accordingly, the activity of the acids is
maximal in the upper portion of the epidermis where epidermal hydration
is relatively low and keratin protein content is high. In
In contrast,
contrast, the activity
of the acids is minimal in the lower portion of the epidermis (Box
(Bo
(B
o 9.8). This
characteristic is beneficial in providing maximal safety because all the acids
are neutralized in the upper epidermis, thus preventing unwanted dermal
penetration and accidental injury.
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Mechanism of Action

■
■

Acid cocktail activity is maximal in the upper portion of the epidermis,
where epidermal hydration is low and keratin protein content is high.
Acid activity is minimal in the lower portion of the epidermis, where
epidermal hydration is high and the protein content is low.

is

Acid Cocktail Activity in the Epidermis

nc

Box 9.8

a
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The acids in the ZO 3-Step
ep Peel initially denature epidermal proteins, leading
to the elimination of the skin’s barrier function. This facilitates the activity of
the second step, the application of retinol directly over the treatment areas and
its penetration through the lower part of the epidermis to the papillary dermis. The basal cells of the epidermis respond with accelerated mitosis and epidermal renewal, melanocyte stabilization, and fibroblast stimulation (which

yields increased collagen, elastin, and glycosaminoglycans) in the PD (stimulation). The third step involves application of a calming cream that provides
triple benefits: anti-inflammatory and anti-irritation effects and increased
hydration benefits.
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All peels require skin conditioning and herpes simplex prophylaxis based on
patient history. On the day of the peel, degrease and dry the skin surface with
rubbing alcohol. Empty the acid bottle’s contents into a cup. Fold the supplied
round gauze pad twice to create a quarter of a circle, then dip it in the solution
and start painting the face (gently, to prevent any solution from moving freely
on the skin surface) (Figure 9.11). Apply the solution evenly, in different directions, and observe the powdery film to ensure that it has been applied over the
entire intended treatment area.
Approximately 4 to 5 seconds after the application, a powdery film will
begin appearing on the painted areas. Continue painting until all 8 mL
of solution have been painted on 5% of the skin surface (usually the face).
Finishing
Fi
F
inishing
nishing the entire bottle requires painting the whole face multiple times.
The only exceptions include patients with small faces or thin skin. For these
patients, one may use half or more of the total volume of the solution to avoid
accidental dermal penetration, which would induce a P
PD peel in certain areas.
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Fold again
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Fold
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(3)
Dip in paint solution

(4)
• Paint, avoid dripping
• Paint on top of powder
• You will circle the face multiple times
• Paint the eyelids (avoid the eyes)

F 9.11

Folding of gauze and application of the ZO 3-Step Peel to a patient’s face.

The powder does not have to be wiped off; one can simply continue the acid
application on top of the powdery film.
Using scissors, open the sealed packet of retinol at one corner, then vigorously massage half of the content over the entire face (again, on top of the
powdery film) until all the applied retinol (half of the package) is completely
absorbed.
To complete the peel, open the sealed tube of calming cream, apply enough
to cover the face, and massage it in until it is completely absorbed (Figure 9.12).
That completes the peel. The burning sensation that occurs when one applies
the acid solution is well tolerated by patients. Using a fan or cold air machine
can minimize the discomfort. Avoid topical anesthetics ((EMLA or others)
because they hydrate the skin surface and can weaken the peel or cause uneven
ZO 3-Step Peel are shown in Box 9.9. Figure 9.13
penetration. The steps of the Z
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F 9.12 (a)
a) Patient’s right side immediately after application of the acid cocktail
of the ZO 3-Step Peel. Notice
tice the powdery film. (b) Patient’s left side after the applica
application of the second step (the stimulation step). Notice
tice disappearance of the powdery
film.
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Degrease and dry the skin surface with rubbing alcohol or acetone.
Empty the contents of the acid bottle into a cup.
Dip the supplied sponge into the solution and start painting the face
gently.
Apply the solution evenly, in different directions.
Using scissors, open the sealed packet of retinol at one corner, and
vigorously massage half the content over the entire face (again, on top
of the powdery film) until all the applied retinol (half of the package)
is completely absorbed.
Keep the remaining half of the retinol packet for use the next
morning.
Open the sealed tube of calming cream and apply enough to cover the
face and massage it in until completely absorbed.
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Performing the ZO 3-Step Peel
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F 9.13 (a) Before. The patient had skin classified as deviated white (dark), thick,
and oily. He was diagnosed as having dermal pigmentation and postinflammatory hyperpigmentation due to photosensitivity. (b) Twelve weeks later. The patient was treated for
5 months with aggressive hydroquinone-based Skin Health Restoration. Two treatments
with the ZO
ZO 3-Step Retinol Stimulation Peel were performed at weeks 6 and 10 during
the treatment.
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Day

Do not
Do
not wash the face for 5 hours after the peel. Washing the face
sooner will interrupt retinol stimulation.
When
en showering, avoid having the shower water hit the face directly.
Apply small amount of calming creams whenever the treated skin
cessive application of calming creams could lead to
feels dry. Excessive
Exxcessive
premature exfoliation.
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Day 1 (day of
the peel)
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Wash
sh face gently (pat the skin; do not scrub or rub).
Apply second half of the retinol packet (used the day before) and
massage gently until completely absorbed.
Apply calming creams in small amount to maintain comfortable
hydration; repeat as needed.

Days 3-5

When
en skin starts to exfoliate, do not assist the exfoliation by rubbing
or peeling the skin. Apply calming cream, as needed.
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Day 2 in AM
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aling is complete, on average, in 4 to 5 days.
Healing

shows a patient who was treated with two ZO 3-Step Retinol Stimulation
imulation Peels
for dermal pigmentation problems.

Home Instructions

Table 9.7 shows home care instructions for the patient who has a ZO 3-Step
Peel.

